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We have only one minor comment on the proposed ASU, which is as follows.
It has never been clear in current GAAP (ASC Topic 274) whether personal
financial statements could, or ever should, be characterized as prepared on a
“liquidation basis.”
Proposed ASC Subtopic 205-30-15-1 states that the new standard would
apply to “all entities.” We note, however, that there is no definition of “entity” in
the Master Glossary, nor is one presented in the ASU by proposed
amendment. We also note (a) that the definition of “liquidation” that appears in
paragraph 3 of the “Summary of Proposed Amendments …” on p. 6 of the ASU
clearly implies that the term, “liquidation,” is appropriately applied and relates
to the entity, itself, rather than just to its assets and liabilities.
Therefore, it is our view that it would be inappropriate to characterize personal
financial statements as prepared on a “liquidation basis” since (a) they are
always prepared on an estimated current value basis (and estimated current
values would necessarily be affected by any expected conversion of assets to
cash or other assets and/or partial or full settlement of obligations with
creditors), and (b) the fact that it is impossible to liquidate an individual or
individuals. However, However, ASC Subtopic 274-10-15-2 states that GAAP
not included in Topic 274 “may apply to personal financial statements”
[emphasis added] leading to doubt.
Accordingly, we believe that understandability of the proposed new standard,
as well as several other provisions of GAAP that may or may not relate to
personal financial statements, would be improved by providing a definition of
“entity” in the Master Glossary that would clearly exclude individuals that issue
such statements.
We hope the FASB will consider and adopt this recommendation.
Very truly yours,
Howard B. Levy
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